Design of Interplant Water Network of Multiple Contaminants with an Interplant Water Main
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Compared to integration of water networks of a few plants separately, the integration of interplant water network can save more freshwater. This paper proposed an iterative method for design of interplant water network of multiple contaminants with an interplant water main by using the Concentration Potential Concepts. The key for design procedure of an interplant water network is to classify all processes into two groups based on reusing the water of the interplant water main or not. Then the design can be simplified into a design of a conventional single plant water integration with a central water main. An example is shown that the design procedure is simple and effective.

1. Introduction

Water is an important resource in industrial production. How to reduce the consumption of freshwater and the discharge of wastewater has become one of the hot research issues nowadays (Samanaseh et al. 2017). Water system integration is one of the most effective methods for reducing freshwater consumption and wastewater emission. Compared to the water networks of a few plants designed separately, the interplant water network can further reduce freshwater consumption and wastewater discharge. The research methods for the interplant water networks can be summarized as pinch-based analysis and mathematical programming methods. Olesen and Polley (1996) proposed a pinch point analysis method based on the fixed load model of interplant water network. Bandyopadhyay et al. (2010) presented a generalized decomposition technique to solve segregated targeting problems through pinch analysis. Recently, Ahmad Fadzil A.F. et al. (2017) presented a new Pinch Analysis methodology to reduce both freshwater consumption and wastewater discharge in the integration of plants with centralised water reuse headers. The pinch-type methods are generally only applicable to single contaminant water networks, while the mathematical programming methods are more effective. Chew and Foo (2009) extended the automatic targeting technology of single plant water network to interplant water network. Lim and Park (2010) proposed a nonlinear programming model to reduce freshwater consumption. Aviso (2014) proposed a robust optimization approach which could effectively operate under various possible circumstances. Aïnouri et al. (2014) introduced pipeline merging approaches for a given arrangement of plants amongst water allocation, transmission, and distribution within an industrial zone. Jia et al. (2015) proposed an interplant integration considering water supply constraint and water price. Liu et al. (2017) developed an optimization mathematical model for multi-period concern and achieved the optimal network configurations and water management plans.

Water main can simplify the structure of water network and improve the controllability and flexibility of the system (Ma et al., 2007). In addition, interplant water main in an interplant water network can reduce pipeline costs, because geographical distances between different plants are normally larger than the distances within individual plants (Chen et al., 2010). In order to simplify the pipeline connection, Chen et al. (2010) set up a central and decentralized water main for connecting the water unit. Lee et al. (2014) applied water main to interplant network that mixed continuous and batch modes to minimize the freshwater consumption.

This paper designs an interplant water network of multiple contaminants with an interplant water main based on the Concentration Potential method proposed by Liu et al. (2009). The interplant water main collects and re-allocates water to the individual plants. The application of this method is illustrated by an example.
2. Design procedure

The method proposed for interplant water networks includes four steps: (1) Calculate the CPD value of each process, and arrange all processes in ascending order. Divide all processes into two groups, reusing the water of interplant water main or not, and the processes that do not require the interplant water main can be performed simultaneously. (2) After performing the processes not reusing the water of interplant water main, the total amount of other processes can be used to estimate the initial amount of the interplant water main; (3) The group reusing the water of interplant water main can be performed; (4) Adjust the initial amount of the interplant water main to make the difference between the initial amount and the usage amount of the interplant water main less than the minimal value ε (in this article, ε is taken as 0.1t/h), and the final design is obtained. The design procedure is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Design procedure](image)

2.1 Grouping processes and performing the processes not reusing the interplant water main

The Concentration Potential method is used to determine whether the processes reuse the water of interplant water main. Detailed method as follow:

(1) The CPDs of all processes can be calculated according to the limiting concentrations (Liu et al., 2009), as shown in Eq(1). Based on the value of CPDs, all processes can be arranged in ascending order. \( R_{i,j} \) is virtual allocation rate, as shown in Eq(2), which represents the maximum allocation ratio of the source \( S_i \) reused to the demand \( D_j \).

\[
CPD(D_j) = \sum_{j=1}^{NS} \min_{k=1,2,...,NC} \left[ \frac{C_{D_{j,k}}^{lim}}{C_{S_{i,k}}^{lim, out}} \right] \tag{1}
\]

\[
R_{i,j} = \min_{k=1,2,...,NC} \left[ \frac{C_{D_{j,k}}^{lim}}{C_{S_{i,k}}^{lim}} \right] \tag{2}
\]

where \( c_{D_{j,k}}^{lim} \) is the limiting concentration of contaminant \( k \) in demand \( D_j \); \( c_{D_{j,k}}^{lim, out} \) is the limiting outlet concentration of contaminant \( k \) in process \( i \); NS and NC is the number of the source streams and the contaminants; \( C_{S_{i,k}}^{lim} \) is the concentration of contaminant \( k \) in source \( S_i \).

(2) Process with minimum CPD value is performed first. When a demand stream is satisfied by source streams, the source stream with largest \( R_{i,j} \) value will be considered. If the demand stream and the source stream with largest \( R_{i,j} \) value are in the same plant, the process of the demand stream is classified into the processes not reusing the water of the interplant water main, and the demand stream can be satisfied by the source stream with largest \( R_{i,j} \) value. Otherwise the process of the demand stream is classified into the processes reusing the water of the interplant water main. In this way, all processes can be divided into two groups: the processes not reusing the water of interplant water main, and the ones reusing the water of interplant water main. If a source stream is used up, it will not be considered in the next design.
The allocation amount can be calculated as follow:
When a source stream is sufficient, there are two situations.
When $R_{i,j} < 1$, the demand stream is satisfied by freshwater and in-plant source stream (or interplant water main). The reuse amount $F_{i,j}$ ($F_{m,j}$) of source stream (or interplant water main) and the amount $F_{i,j}$ of freshwater can be calculated by Eq(3) and (4).

$$F_{i,j} = F_{D_{i,j}}^{max} R_{i,j}$$  

(3)

$$F_{i,j} = F_{D_{i,j}}^{max} F_{i,j}$$  

(4)

where $F_{D_{i,j}}^{max}$ is the largest amount of the demand stream $D_{i,j}$.
When $R_{i,j} \geq 1$, freshwater is not required. The reuse amount $F_{i,j}$ ($F_{m,j}$) of source stream can be obtained from Eq(5).

$$F_{i,j} = \max_{k-12, NC} \left[ \frac{M_{j,k}}{C_{j,k}^{in, out}} - s_{i,j} \right]$$  

(5)

where $M_{j,k}$ is the mass load of contaminant $k$ in process $j$;
When the source stream is insufficient, the source stream is completely reused. The remaining concentration of demand stream can be calculated based on the remainder of maximum flowrate and mass loads. The remainder maximum flowrate can be calculated by subtracting the reuse amount of the source from the maximum flowrate of the demand. Similarly, the remainder mass loads can be obtained according to mass balance. Then another source with the largest $R_{i,j}$ value in the same plant should be reused. (Liu et al., 2009)

(3) The outlet stream of the performed process can be taken as a source stream to satisfy the downstream demands. Return to step (2), until all processes not reusing the water of interplant water main are performed.

2.2 Estimating the initial amount and the concentrations of the interplant water main

(1) The values of concentration potential of sources (CPSs), as shown in Eq(6), are used to determine the order of the sources allocated to the interplant water main. The sources can be listed in ascending order based on their CPS values.

$$CPS(S_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{ND} \frac{1}{R_{i,j}}$$  

(6)

where $ND$ is the number of demand streams.
(2) The initial amount of the interplant water main can be estimated by Eq(7).

$$F_{m,0} = \alpha F_{total}$$  

(7)

where $\alpha$ is taken as 40% in this paper; $F_{total}$ is the total amount of the processes reusing the water of interplant water main.
The sources with lower CPS values will constitute the interplant water main. The initial concentrations of interplant water main can be calculated by mass balance.

2.3 Performing the processes reusing the interplant water main

(1) The allocation amount can be calculated by Eqs(3-5). The usage amount of the interplant water main $F_{m,n}$ can be obtained from Eq(8).

$$F_{m,n} = \sum_{j} m_{j}$$  

(8)

where $n$ is the iteration number.
(2) The difference $\Delta F_n$ between the initial amount and usage amount of the interplant water main can be obtained from Eq(9).

$$F_{n} = F_{m,n-1} - F_{m,n}$$  

(9)
where \( F_{\text{im,n-1}} \) is the initial amount of the interplant water main; \( F_{\text{im,n}} \) is the usage amount of the interplant water main.

2.4 Adjusting the initial amount of the interplant water main

If the difference exceeds the allowable value \( \varepsilon \), the usage amount of the interplant water main is used as the initial amount of interplant water main for the next iteration. The sources with lower CPS values will reconstitute the interplant water main. Return to the step of 2.3 until the difference is within the allowable range.

3. Case study

The examples of Wang et al. (2003); Feng et al. (2008); Wang and Smith (1994) consist of plants 1-3, with the data shown in Table 1.

**Table 1: Limiting process data for plants 1-3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>( C_{\text{max,im}} ) (ppm)</th>
<th>( C_{\text{max,out}} ) (ppm)</th>
<th>M (kg/h)</th>
<th>( F_{\text{max}} ) (t/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Step 1 Grouping processes and performing the processes not reusing the interplant water main

The values of CPDs of all processes are listed in Table 2. Since the CPDs of processes 1, 2, 6 and 9 is 0, it means that only freshwater can be used. The amounts of freshwater are 30 t/h, 16 t/h, 65 t/h, and 35 t/h.

**Table 2: Order of CPD values**

| Process | 1, 2, 6, 9 | 17 | 18 | 3 | 7 | 4 | 8 | 5 | 12 | 11 | 16 | 10 | 13 | 14 | 15 |
|---------|------------|----|----|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| CPD     | 0          | 1.97 | 2.11 | 2.49 | 2.52 | 2.88 | 4.01 | 7.25 | 7.98 | 8.22 | 14.76 | 14.90 | 18.05 | 30.33 | 78.58 |

According to the order of CPD values, \( P_{17} \) should be performed first. But the source that can provide the maximum value of \( R_{i,17} \) is \( S_2 \), not in plant 3. Therefore, \( P_{17} \) cannot be performed by \( S_2 \), which classified into the group reusing the water of interplant water main. The same situation appears for \( P_{16} \). Next, for \( P_3 \), \( S_1 \) can provide the largest value of \( R_3 \) besides \( S_1 \) and \( P_3 \) are in the same plant. Therefore, \( P_3 \) belongs to the group not reusing the water of interplant water main, and the reuse amount of \( S_1 \) is 30 t/h from Eq(3), and the consumption of freshwater is 45 t/h from Eq(4). \( P_7 \) and \( P_4 \) are similar with \( P_3 \). For \( P_8 \), \( S_4 \) and \( S_5 \) can provide the largest value of \( R_8 \), meanwhile, \( S_4 \) and \( P_8 \) are in the same plant. Therefore, \( P_8 \) belongs to the group not reusing the water of interplant water main. The reuse amount of \( S_4 \) is 28.5 t/h from Eq(3), however, the amount of \( S_4 \) is just 21 t/h. \( S_4 \) will be used up. Then the source stream \( S_4 \) with second largest \( R_{i,8} \) in the plant 1 should be considered. The 9.69 t/h of \( S_5 \) is reused, and the consumption of freshwater is 26.31 t/h. \( P_5 \) is similar with \( P_8 \). The other processes are same as \( P_{17} \). The group that not reusing the water of interplant water main includes processes 1-9, and the amount of the sources are shown in Table 3. The CPS values of the current available sources are listed in Table 4. The remainder processes belong to the group reusing water of interplant water main and will be satisfied by the interplant water main.
### Table 3: The reusing amount of the sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performing Order</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
<th>Amount (t/h)</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
<th>Amount (t/h)</th>
<th>Freshwater (t/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;8&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;8&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;8&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>26.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(S&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;, D&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>5.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: CPS order of available source streams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;9&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;8&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPS</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Step 2 Estimating the initial amount and the concentrations of the interplant water main

The initial amount of the interplant water main is 149.6 t/h from Eq(7). According to Table 4, S<sub>6</sub> (65 t/h), S<sub>9</sub> (35 t/h), S<sub>3</sub> (27.95 t/h) and part of S<sub>8</sub> (21.65 t/h) form the interplant water main. The initial interplant water main concentration is (118.03, 93.03, 85.70) ppm.

#### 3.3 Step 3 Performing the processes reusing the interplant water main

According to the virtual allocation rate, P<sub>10</sub> need not freshwater, and the consumption of interplant water main is 29.97 t/h from Eq(5). P<sub>11</sub> need freshwater. The allocation amount of the interplant water main is 30.50 t/h from Eq(3), and the consumption of freshwater is 9.50 t/h from Eq(4). The unperformed processes will be performed as P<sub>10</sub> and P<sub>11</sub>. The usage amount of the interplant water main F<sub>im,1</sub> is 229.04 t/h from Eq(8). The difference \( \Delta F < 0.01 \) t/h and the final design can be obtained, as shown in Figure 2. The total freshwater consumption is 374.38 t/h. The in-plant connections are 30, and the cross-plant connections are 15.

![Figure 2: Design result (t/h)](image_url)
If the three plants are designed separately based on the Concentration Potential method, the freshwater consumptions are 77.02 t/h, 239.95 t/h, and 113.34 t/h for plants 1-3, with the total amount of 430.31 t/h. It can be seen that freshwater consumption can be reduced by 13.00% with the interplant water main structure.

4. Conclusions

This paper extends the application of Concentration Potential methods to the design of interplant water networks. According to the design method, a complicated interplant water network can be obtained by hand calculation. This design uses an interplant water main to connect all cross-plant water streams, which not only increases the flexibility of the system but also makes the interplant water network more economical and practical. The results show that interplant water integration can reduce the consumption of freshwater, compared to integration of water networks of a few plants separately.
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